Replicating human hearing in electronics under the constraints of using only two microphones (even with more than two speakers) and the user carrying the device at all times (i.e., mobile device weighing less than 100 g) is nontrivial. Our novel contribution in this area is a two-microphone system that incorporates both blind source separation and speaker tracking. This system handles more than two speakers and overlapping speech in a mobile environment. The system also supports the case in which a feedback loop from the speaker tracking step to the blind source separation can improve performance. In order to develop and optimize this system, we have established a novel benchmark that we herewith present. Using the introduced complexity metrics, we present the tradeoffs between system performance and computational load. Our results prove that in our case, source separation was significantly more dependent on frame duration than on sampling frequency.
INTRODUCTION
The human ability to filter competing sound sources has not been fully emulated by computers. In this paper, we propose a novel approach including a two-step process to automate this facility. The two-step process we propose is based on combining speaker separation and speaker tracking into one system. Such a system could support transcription (words spoken to text) of simultaneous and overlapping voice streams individually. The system could also be used to observe social interactions.
Today, speaker tracking and scene annotation systems use different approaches including a microphone array and/or a microphone for each user. The system designer typically assumes that no overlap between speakers in the audio stream occurs or segments with overlap are ignored. For example, the smart meeting rooms at Dalle Molle Institute [1] and Berkeley [2] are equipped with microphone arrays in the middle of the table and microphones for each participant. The lapel microphone with the highest input signal energy is considered to be the speaker to analyze. For this dominant speaker, the system records what has been said. Attempts to annotate meetings [3] or record human interactions [4] in a mobile environment have been presented, both systems assumed nonoverlapping speech in the classification stage.
Each speech utterance contains inherent information about the speaker. Features of the speakers voice have been used to annotate broadcasts and audio archives, for example, [5] [6] [7] . If more than one microphone is used to record the scene, location information can be extracted to cluster the speaker utterances, for example, [8, 9] . The work of Ajmera et al. [10] is to our knowledge the first which combines location and speaker information. Location information is extracted from a microphone array and speaker features are calculated from lapel microphones. An iterative algorithm summarizes location and speaker identity of the speech segments in a smart meeting room environment. Busso et al. [11] presented a smart meeting room application by which the location of the participants is extracted from video and audio recordings. Audio and video locations are fused to an overall location estimation. The microphone array is steered towards the estimated location using beamforming techniques. The speaking participant and his identity are obtained from the steered audio signal.
The goal of our work is to develop a system which can be used outside of specially equipped rooms and also during daily activities, that is, a mobile system. In order for such a mobile system to be used all day, it has to be lightweight (< 100 g) and small (< 30 cm 3 ). Such size and weight constraints limit energy, computational resources, and microphone mounting locations. An example of a wearable computer in this class is the QBIC (belt integrated computer) that consumes 1.5 W at 400 MIPS [12] . This system can run for several hours on one battery. To tailor the system design to low power, we propose a benchmark metrics which considers the computational constraints of mobile computing.
The vision of wearable systems is a permanently active personal assistant [13, 14] . The personal assistant provides instantaneous information to the wearer. In the context of a speaker tracking system, the instantaneous information can influence and improve the course of a discussion. For example, a message could indicate when a maximal speech duration threshold has been reached, or a teacher could be informed that he/she has been speaking the majority of the time.
If a system has to be effective outside of the especially equipped rooms, it has to cope with conversational speech. Investigations by Shriberg et al. [15] showed that overlap is an important, inherent characteristic of conversational speech that should not be ignored. Also, participants may move more freely during a conversation. Equally, the environmental parameter may change, for example, room transfer function. A mobile system must be capable of adjusting to these parameter changes.
We opted to use two microphones as they can be unobtrusively integrated into clothing and mobile devices and as we seek to replicate the human ability to locate audio sources with two ears. The clothing has to be designed in such a way that the relative position of the two microphones does not vary due to movements. Additionally, a rotation sensor is required to compensate the changes of body orientation-the compensation will be integrated during further algorithm development. Employing a mobile device, the requirements of the microphone position can be easier satisfied as the microphone spacing is fixed and the mobile device can be placed on the table.
The audio data is recorded as a stereo audio stream, for example, each of the two microphones is recorded as one of the two stereo channels. The stereo audio stream is treated in the two-step process shown in Figure 1 . First, the audio data is separated into individual audio streams for each detected source, respectively, speaker (A); then for each of these streams, individuals are tracked and identified (B).
Step (B) may support step (A) by providing a feedback, for example, by providing information as to which location of an individual can be expected. Also, the location information (step (A)) can be used to bias the identifier (step (B)), for example, the individuals in the speaker database may not have an equal a priori probability. To compare different system configurations, we introduce a benchmark methodology. This benchmark is based on performance metrics for each of the two steps ((A) and (B)).
We apply the concept of recall and precision [16] as a metrics to measure the system accuracy. Given that we target a mobile system, we also introduce a complexity factor that is proportional to the use of computational resources as metrics to measure the system energy consumption. The benchmark metrics and the system performance are evaluated with experiments in an office environment. The experiments point out the influence of microphone spacing, time frame duration, overlap of time frames, and sampling frequency.
The novelty of this paper can be found in a number of areas. Firstly, a system is presented that combines speaker separation and tracking. In particular, a feedback loop between speaker separation and speaker tracking is introduced and optimal system parameters are determined. Secondly, the system addresses the speaker tracking problem with overlap between different sound sources. Thirdly, a mobile system is targeted, for example, only limited system resources are available and the acoustical parameters are dynamic. Finally, a novel benchmark methodology is proposed and used to evaluate accuracy and computation complexity. Computation complexity has not been previously used as a design constraint for speaker separation and tracking systems.
A description of the implemented system and of the three tuning parameters is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the benchmark methodology for the two-step speaker separation and tracking system. The experimental setup and simulation results are presented in Section 4. These show that recall and precision of the separation are independent of sampling frequency, but depend on the time frame duration. We also show that the feedback loop improves recall and precision of the separation step (step (A)).
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we present our implementation of the twostep system shown in Figure 1 . The complete signal flow in Figure 2 includes a preprocessing step. The preprocessing step reduces signal noise and enhances the higher spectrum components to improve speaker recognition performance. A bandpass filter ([75 7000] Hz) and preemphasize filter (1 − .97z −1 ) are applied to each of the two input audio streams. In the first processing step (A) the different audio sources are separated. The implemented blind source separation (BSS) algorithm is based on spatial cues. The audio data having the same spatial cues are clustered to an audio stream. In the second step (B), individuals are tracked and identified for each audio stream. To each individual audio stream three tasks are applied. First, the audio stream is split into speech and nonspeech frames. Then the speech frames are analyzed for speaker changes. Lastly, the data between two speaker change points and/or between speech bounds is used to identify a speaker.
Blind source separation (step (A))
A source separation algorithm has to fulfill the following two criteria to be suitable for our proposed system. First, the algorithm has to cope with more sources than sensors. The 2: Data flow: the input data stream s1(t) and s2(t) is first filtered. A BSS algorithm splits the input stream into a data stream for each active audio source based on spatial cues (step (A)).
Step (B): for each source location the data is segmented in speech and nonspeech segment. The speech segments are analyzed for speaker changes and later a speaker identity is assigned. separation problem is degenerated and traditional matrix inversion demixing methods cannot be applied. Second, the system has to provide an online feedback to the user. The algorithm has to be capable of separating the data and producing an output for each audio source for every time segment. The sound source location can be employed to cluster the audio data and to bias the speaker identifier. Therefore, algorithms that provide location information directly are favored. The degenerate unmixing estimation technique (DUET) algorithm [17] fulfills the above criteria. The algorithm performance is comparable to other established blind source separation (BSS) methods [18] . One of the separation parameters is the time difference of arrival (TDOA) between the two microphones. We give a description of the DUET algorithm and introduce two of our modifications.
The input signal is a stereo recording of an audio scene (X 1 (t) and X 2 (t)). The input data stream is split into overlapping time frames. For each time frame the short time Fourier transformation (STFT) for both channels, X 1 [k, l] and X 2 [k, l] , is computed. Based on the STFT, the phase delaỹ
and the amplitude ratiõ
between the two channels are calculated. m is the STFT length, k the frequency index, and l the time index. ∠ denotes the argument of the complex number. The data of a particular source has a similar phase delay and amplitude ratio.
The time frames are grouped into time segments. For each time segment, that is, the frame group, a 2D histogram is built. One direction represents the amplitude ratio and the other the phase delay. We expect that the bins of the 2D histogram corresponding to a phase delay and an amplitude ratio of one source will have more data points and/or signal energy than others. Thus, each local maximum in the histogram represents an audio source. Each (δ[k, i],α[k, i])data point is assigned to one of the local maximums, that is, source, by a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. The algorithm assumes that the sources are pairwise W-disjoint orthogonal, that is, each time-frequency point is occupied by one source only. The W-disjoint orthogonality is fulfilled by speech mixtures insofar as the mixing parameter can be estimated and the sources can be separated [19] .
Our first experiments demonstrated two issues. First, in the presence of reverberation (e.g., as in office rooms) the performance of the DUET algorithm degenerates. Second, if the two microphones are placed close together-compared to the distance between the sources and the microphonesthe amplitude ratio is not a reliable separation parameter. To address these two issues, the DUET algorithm is modified. First, a 400-bin 1D histogram based onδ[k, i] is employed. The histogram span is evenly distributed over twice the range of physical possible delay values. The span is wider than the physical range as some estimations are expected to be outside the physical range. Second, the implementation uses the number of points in each bin and not a power-weighted histogram as suggested in [17] . Data points which lie in a specified frequency band are considered, see next paragraph. To reduce the influence of noise, only data points that have a total power of 95% of the frequency band power in one time segment are taken into account. We refer to this modified DUET implementation as DUET-PHAT (phase transform). The modifications are deduced from the single-source case. For a single-source TDOA estimation by generalized cross correlation (GCC), several spectral weighting functions have been proposed. Investigation on uniform cross-correlation (UCC), ML, and PHAT time-delay estimation by Aarabi et al. [20] showed that, overall, the PHAT technique outperformed the other techniques in TDOA estimation accuracy in an office environment.
Basu et al. [21] and others showed that the full signal bandwidth cannot be used to estimate the delay between two microphones. The phase shift between the two input signals needs to be smaller than ±π. If signal components exist that have a shorter signal period than twice the maximal delay, bigger phase shifts can occur and the BSS results are no longer reliable. For our configuration (microphone spacing of 10 cm) this minimal signal period is 0.059 millisecond, which is equivalent to a maximal frequency f crit of 1.7 kHz. Increasing the low-pass filter frequency above 1.7 kHz has two effects. Firstly, the delay accuracy in the front region (small delay) is increased. Secondly, delay accuracy at the sides is reduced, see Section 4.1.2. We decided to use a [200 3400] Hz digital bandpass filter for the blind source separation step for two reasons. First, the maximum energy of average long-term speech spectrum (talking over one minute) lies in the 250 Hz and the 500 Hz band. Second, we expect most individuals to be in front of the microphones.
If speakers and/or the system moves, the mixing parameters will change. To cope with dynamic parameters, the time segments have to be short. Our experiments showed that a time segment duration of t seg = 1.024 seconds is suitable to separate sources as recall is above 0.85; for information t seg = 0.512 second has a recall of 0.50. The identification trustworthiness is correlated to the amount of speaker data. To increase the speaker data size our algorithm tracks the speaker location. If the speaker location has changed less than dis max = 0.045 millisecond since the last segment, we assume that the algorithm has detected the same speaker. Therefore, a speaker moving steady-going from the left side (view angle −90 degrees) to the right side (view angle +90 degrees) in 20 seconds can be theoretically followed. Our experiments showed a successful tracking if the speaker took 60 seconds or more.
Speaker tracking (step (B))
The data with similar delay and thus with similar location are clustered into one data stream. Each stream can be thought of as a broadcasting channel without any overlaps. Systems to detect speaker changes and to identify the speakers have been presented by several research groups, see [5] [6] [7] 22] . In the next paragraphs, we present our implementation.
The audio data is converted to 12 MFCCs (mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients) and their deltas. The MFCCs are calculated for each time frame. The annotation of the audio stream is split into three subtasks. First, the audio stream is split into speech and nonspeech segments. Second, the speech segments are analyzed for speaker changes. An individual speaker utterance is then the data between two speaker change points and/or between speech segment bounds. Third, the speaker identity of an individual utterance is determined, that is, the data from a single utterance is employed to calculate the probability that a particular person spoke. If the normalized probability is above a preset threshold, then the utterance is assigned to the speaker with the highest probability. If the maximum is below the threshold, a new speaker model is trained. Overall, the speaker tracking algorithm extracts time, duration, and the number of utterances of individual speakers. Intermediate results can be shown or recorded after each speaker utterance.
Speech/nonspeech detection
Only data segments that are comprised mainly of speech can be used for identifying an individual speaker. Nonspeech segments are therefore excluded. The most commonly used features for speech/nonspeech segmentation are zero-crossing rate and short-time energy, for example, see [23] . The input data is separated and clustered in the frequency domain. Thus, it is computationally advantageous to use frequency domain features to classify the frames. Spectral fluctuation is employed to distinguish between speech and nonspeech. Peltonen et al. used this feature for computational auditory scene analysis [24] and Scheirer and Slaney for speech-music discrimination [25] .
Speaker change
The goal of the speaker change detection algorithm is to extract speech segments, during which a single individual is speaking, that is, split the data into individual speaker utterances. The signal flow of the speaker change detection algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . The algorithm is applied to the speech data of an utterance, that is, the nonspeech data is removed from the data set. If for more than t pause = 5 seconds nonspeech segments are detected or if for more than t speaking = 15 s an utterance is going on, then the speaker change detection and identification is executed. To reduce the influence of the recording channel, CMS (cepstral mean substraction) [26] is applied.
Depending on the data size, two different calculation paths are taken. If the speech data size is smaller than t 1 = 2.048 seconds, the data is compared to the last speech segment. The two data sets are compared by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [27] :
where n 1 and n 2 are the data size of first and second data segment, respectively, the overall data size n = n 1 + n 2 . C, C 1 , and C 2 are the diagonal covariance matrix estimated on the data set. d is the data dimensionality. λ is the penalty weight, we use 1. If the Δbic value is above zero, this means that no speaker change occurred and the speech segment is given the same speaker identification as the last one. If Δbic is below zero, then a speaker change is assumed and the speaker identification module is called. For long speech segments, the algorithm checks for internal speaker changes. The speaker change detection has three sequential processes with each confirming the findings of the previous process. The first process is based on the comparison of two adjacent segments of t 1 /2 duration. A potential speaker change point is equal to the local maximum of the distance measure D. The data segments are represented by a unimodal Gaussian mixture with diagonal covariance matrix C. The distance D is calculated by [7] 
tr is the matrix trace. A potential speaker change is found between ith and (i+1)th segment, if the following conditions are satisfied:
The threshold is automatically set according to the previous s = 4 successive distances:
α is set to 1.2. The segment is moved by 0.256 second. This is equivalent to the speaker change resolution. The second process validates the potential speaker changes by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), for example, as in [28] [29] [30] . If the speaker change is confirmed or the end of the speech segment is reached, the utterance speaker is identified.
In the third process of the speaker change detection the speaker identification can be seen. The implementation is described in the next section. For two adjacent utterances the same speaker can be retrieved. Only if a speaker change is confirmed by all three processes a new speaker is retrieved.
Speaker identification
A speaker identification system overview including the recognition performance can be found in [31] . For conver-sational speech, the speaker identifier has to deal with short speech segments, unknown speaker identities (i.e., no pretraining of the speaker model is possible), unlimited number of speakers (i.e., the upper limit is not known beforehand), and has to provide online feedback (i.e., the algorithm cannot work iteratively). We have implemented an algorithm based on a world model, which is adjusted for individual speakers.
The individual speakers are represented by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) employing 16 Gaussians having a diagonal covariance matrix. We employ 16 Gaussians as investigation by [32] [33] [34] showed that starting from 16 mixtures a good performance is possible, even if only few feature sets can be used to train the speaker model. The model input features are 12 MFCCs and their deltas.
To identify the speaker of a speech utterance, the algorithm calculates the log likelihood of the utterance data for all stored speaker models. All likelihoods are normalized by a world model log likelihood and by the speech segment duration. If the normalized likelihoods (Λ) are above a predefined threshold th like , then the speech segment is assigned to the model with the maximum likelihood [35] :
X is the input data, λ speaker the speaker model, λ world the world model, and n seg the number of time frames. If the likelihoods are below the threshold, then a new speaker model is trained using the world model as a seed for the EM (expectation maximization) algorithm.
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Feedback speech segments to BSS
Based on the speech/nonspeech classification, it is known at which location (represented by the delay) an individual is talking. If at the end of a time segment an individual is talking (for each time segments the audio sources are separated), then in the next time segment it is expected to detect an individual at the same location (expected locations). The DUET-PHAT algorithm detects active sources, that is, speakers, as local maximums in the delay histogram (detected locations), see Section 2.1. All speakers cannot be detected in every segment, as the delay of a speaker can be spread, for example, by movements or noise, or as the local maximum is covered by a higher maximum.
The feedback loop between speaker tracking and BSS compares the detected locations by the BSS and the expected locations. A correspondence between expected and detected locations is found, if the difference between the two delays is smaller than dis max . If no correspondence for an expected location is found, the delay is added to the detected locations. The data points are assigned to one of the detected delays or to the added delays by an ML estimation as without the feedback loop.
Parameters
Our two-step speaker separation and tracking system is controlled by more than 20 parameters. Most of them influence only a small part of the system, but if they are set incorrectly, the data for the following processing step is useless. The values used are mentioned in the text. The influences of the following four parameters are investigated one at a time in the experiment in Section 4, keeping all other parameters constant.
Microphone spacing
Placing the two microphones close together gives a high signal bandwidth which can be employed to estimate the source location, see Section 2.1. On the other hand, the requirements on the delay estimation precision are increased.
Time frame duration
For each time frame the STFT is calculated. Low frequency signals do not have a complete period within a short time frame, which leads to disturbance. It is then not possible to calculate a reliable phase estimation. The upper bound of the time frame duration is given by the assumption of quasistationary speech. The assumption is fulfilled up to several tens of milliseconds and fails for more than 100 milliseconds [36] . The time frame duration (t frame ) determines the frequency resolution ( f res ):
where f sample is the sampling frequency and m the number of points in the STFT. Investigations by Aoki et al. [37] showed that a frequency resolution between 10 and 20 Hz is suitable to segregate speech signals. The percentage of frequency components that accumulate 80% of the total power is then minimal. Aoki et al. showed that for a frequency resolution of 10 Hz, the overlap between different speech signals is minimal. Baeck and Zölzer [38] showed that the Wdisjoint orthogonality is maximal for a 4096-point STFT, when using 44.1 kHz sampling frequency, which is equivalent to a frequency resolution of 10.77 Hz. We expect to get best separation results for a time frame duration between 50 milliseconds and 100 milliseconds. The time frame duration typically used in speech processing is shorter. The duration is in the range of 10 milliseconds to 30 milliseconds.
Time frame shift
The time frame shift defines to what extent the time frame segments overlap. If the shift is small, more data is available to train a speaker model and more time-frequency points can be used to estimate the source position. However, the computation complexity is increased.
Sampling frequency
The delay estimation resolution is proportional to the sampling frequency. Increasing the sampling frequency increases the computation complexity.
BENCHMARK
As we have a two-step system (Figure 1) we opted for a twostep benchmark methodology; a further reason for such an approach is that the performance of step (B) depends on the performance of step (A). In designing the benchmark, the following two cases have to be taken into account. The first is that only sources detected during the separation step can be later identified as individuals. The second issue is that if too many sources are detected, three different outcomes are possible. In the first outcome, a noise source is detected which can be eliminated by a speech/nonspeech discriminator. In the second outcome, an echo is detected, which will be considered as separate individual or the identification allows the retrieval of the same individual several times in the same time segment, then a merging of these two to one is possible. In the third outcome, depending on the room transfer function and noise, nonexistent artificial sources can be retrieved that will collect signal energy from the true sources. These outcomes will impact the performance of the identification step.
In order to cope with the dependance between the two steps, the system is first benchmarked for step (A) and then for both steps (A and B) including the feedback loop (B → A). For both steps, we define an accuracy measure to quantify the system performance. The measures are based on recall and precision. Ground truth is obtained during the experiments by a data logger that records the start and stop time of a speech utterance and the speaker location.
As mobile and wearable systems usually run on batteries, a strict power budget must be adhered to. During system design, different architectures have to be evaluated with the power budget in mind. Configurations that consume less system resources are favored. A second optimization criterion deals with the system power consumption. During the algorithm development, we assume a fixed hardware configuration. The energy consumption is therefore proportional to the algorithm complexity. We introduce a relative complexity measure which reflects the order and ratio of the computation complexity.
Accuracy
We introduce for step (A) an accuracy metrics which reflects how well sound sources have been detected. The overall system metrics reflects how well individual speakers are identified and tracked. We selected an information retrieval accuracy metrics [16] as this metrics is calculated independently of the number of sources, is intuitive, and the ground truth can be recorded online.
Step (A)
The implemented separation algorithm estimates for each segment and each source the signal delay between the two microphones. The delay estimation is defined as correct if the difference between the true delay and estimated one is below a preset tolerance.
Recall (rec) is defined as the number of segments in which the delay is estimated within a preset tolerance to the ground truth divided by the total number of active segments of the source. If more than one source is active, then the minimal recall rate is of interest. For example, if two sources are active, one source is detected correctly and the second one not at all, the average recall rate is 0.5 and the minimum 0.0. The signal of the second source is then erroneously assigned to the detected one. Indeed, the audio data is not separated. The speaker identification has to be accomplished with overlapping speech, which is not possible.
Precision (pre) is defined as the number of correctly estimated delays (difference between the estimation and the ground truth is smaller than a preset tolerance) divided by the total number of retrieved delay estimations. An overall precision is calculated. In the multisource case, retrieved delays may belong to any of the active sources. Estimations which differ more than the preset tolerance to any source are considered as erroneous.
Precision and recall values are combined into a single metrics using the F-measure. The F-measure is defined as [39] f = 2 rec · pre rec + pre .
To summarize, recall is equal to one if in all time segments all sources have been detected. If no sources are detected, then recall is zero. Precision is unity if no sources are inserted, and decreases towards zero as more nonexisting sources are detected. For a flawless working system, recall and precision are equal to one. If many nonexisting sources are inserted, precision is low and the signal energy is distributed among the inserted sources. None of the sources will represent a speaker as the speaker features are split between the erroneously detected audio sources. The speaker identification cannot identify any speaker reliably. If many sources are not detected, recall is low and the signal energy is linked to a wrong source. The speaker features of two or more speakers are then combined to one. Possibly the dominant speaker might be detected, that is, the speaker with the highest signal energy, or a new speaker is retrieved.
Step A + B
This system accuracy metrics has to reflect how well individual speakers are identified and tracked. We compare time segments assigned to one individual with the ground truth.
The system recall (rec sys ) is defined as the duration of correctly assigned speech segments divided by the total duration of the speech. If for one time segment several speakers are retrieved, then the segment is counted as correct if the speaker has been retrieved at least once.
The system false rate (fal sys ) is the duration of data which has been assigned erroneously to one speaker divided by the total retrieved speech duration. If in one time segment the correct speaker has been retrieved more than once, the time for the second retrieval is also considered to be assigned correctly, that is, we allow the same speaker to be at different locations in one time segment. The system is not penalized for detecting echoes.
To get a deeper insight of the system accuracy, we introduce a confusion matrix, see Table 1 . Rows represent the speaker ground truth. Each column represents a retrieved speaker. It is possible for more or less speakers to be retrieved than there are ground truth speakers since the number of speakers is determined online by the algorithm. For each ground truth speaker (row), the time assigned to a retrieved speaker (column) is extracted and then divided by the total speech time of the ground truth. The correspondence between retrieved speaker and ground truth speaker is calculated as follows: the maximal matrix entry (retrieved speaker time) is the first correspondence between ground truth (row index) and retrieved speaker (column index). Row and column of this maximum are removed from the matrix. The next correspondence is the maximal matrix entry of the 8 EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal Processing remaining matrix. These steps are repeated until the matrix is empty.
Computation complexity
During the algorithm optimization, we assume that the hardware configuration is fixed. The energy consumption is then proportional to the computation load. The computation load can be defined in terms of elementary operations or classes of elementary operations as in [40] . If complex algorithms are developed in a high-level environment, such as Matlab, then it is a nontrivial task to estimate the number of elementary operations. Furthermore, during development it is not essential to know the absolute values, for example, run time, as these depend on the computation platform and on the optimization techniques applied. To guide a design decision, it is sufficient to know the order of the computation load and the relation between the system variants, that is, the ratio of the two run times. The computation complexity metrics has to provide the correct ranking and correct proportionality of the computation load for the different parameter settings. We compare the computation complexity between different configurations for the same data set. We assume, if the same data set is processed, then the same number of speaker models is trained, and then the same number of speaker probabilities is calculated. We assume further that the training time and likelihood calculation time increases linearly with the size of the data. The computation complexity is influenced by the following evaluated parameters: sampling frequency, time frame duration, and overlap of time frames. We introduce for each parameter a complexity factor. To calculate the overall design choice relative computation complexity the product of sampling frequency complexity factor, STFT complexity factor, and overlap complexity factor is taken.
The computation complexity is proportional to the sampling frequency. We define the sampling frequency complex- ity factor for 8 kHz as 1 and increase it proportionally to the sampling frequency, see Table 2 .
The STFT complexity factor is defined as a weighted sum of the relative change of the number of processed data points plus the relative change of the processed time frames. As a first approximation, we set the weight for both to 0.5. The resulting STFT complexity factor can be found in Table 3 .
The overlap complexity factor is set to 1 when no overlapping occurs. If the time frames overlap by 50%, then the number of frames and data points to process are doubled and the factor is set to 2. If the time frames overlap by 75%, the factor is set to 4. If the time frames overlap by 85.5%, the factor is set to 8.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We employ the experiments to show that the accuracy and relative computation complexity metrics introduced can be used to benchmark a two-step speaker separation and tracking system and to validate our system design. The experiments are based on 1 to 3 persons talking at fixed locations. The recordings are made in an office environment. Two microphones are placed on a table. A loudspeaker is placed 1m away in front of the microphones. For the single-source experiment the loudspeaker is placed at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 85 degrees angles to the microphone axis, see Figure 4 . For the two-source experiment one loudspeaker was placed at 0 degrees and a second one at 30 degrees. For the three-source experiment one additional loudspeaker is placed at −30 degrees. The distance between the two microphones is 10 cm, if not otherwise stated.
Phase delay estimation (step (A))
We compare delay estimations of DUET-PHAT, the GCC-PHAT (GCC employing PHAT spectral weighting function), and the original DUET [17] algorithm. In the multisource case, we do not consider the GCC-PHAT estimations. We calculate the delay estimation distribution for each of the 6 U. Anliker et al. locations and for each sampling frequency and for each STFT length.
GCC-PHAT
The evaluation of the GCC-PHAT TDOA estimation showed four properties. First, the maximum of the TDOA estimation distribution is similar for the same time frame duration (e.g., 8 kHz[sampling frequency]/512[STFT length], 16 kHz/1024 and 32 kHz/2048). Second, if the time frame duration is kept constant and the sampling frequency increases, the distribution gets narrower. Third, until a minimum time frame duration level is attained, that is, below 64 milliseconds for the selected configuration, the maximum of the distribution increases towards the true delay. Above this minimal time frame duration, the distribution maximum is constant. Fourth, Figure 5 shows that the distribution variance increases and that the difference between the true delay and the maximum of the distribution increases with the delay. Starting from 45 degrees, the difference is bigger than 0.05 millisecond. For our further evaluation, the GCC-PHAT delay estimation is employed as a reference. Based on the variance of the GCC-PHAT estimation, we set the tolerance to 0.025 millisecond for a 10 cm microphone spacing. Figure 6 shows the F-measure of GCC-PHAT, DUET, and DUET-PHAT using two different low-pass cutoff frequencies For all approaches the accuracy declines with an increasing delay/angle and number of simultaneous sources. If the low-pass cutoff frequency is increased from 1700 Hz to 3400 Hz, the GCC-PHAT and DUET-PHAT F-measure increases by at least 75%. The two implementations benefit from the higher signal bandwidth as the spectral energy is normalized. The DUET algorithm is not affected as the signal energy is employed and as speech is expected to have maximum signal energy in the 250 Hz to 500 Hz band.
Comparing GCC-PHAT, DUET, DUET-PHAT
A comparison of the three implementations shows that DUET is best for small view angles but declines faster than the other two. DUET-PHAT is better than GCC-PHAT. For three simultaneous sources only DUET-PHAT has a Fmeasure above 0.3.
We decided to employ the DUET-PHAT implementation as the performance is best in the multi-source scenarios. The F-measure declines also slower than for the DUET implementation, if the true delay increases (view angle).
Microphone spacing
A microphone spacing of 5 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm was evaluated. Reducing the microphone spacing increases f crit and consequently a higher signal bandwidth can be employed to estimate the source location. As the DUET-PHAT algorithm profits from a higher signal bandwidth, 5 cm showed best single-source accuracy followed by 10 cm and 20 cm. In the multisource case a 5 cm spacing cannot separate more than two sources. 10 cm spacing shows best F-measure for two sources but a reduced value for three simultaneous sources compared to 20 cm.
If the microphone spacing is reduced, the maximal delay values are reduced proportionally and small estimation fluctuations have a higher influence. In the single-source case these fluctuations are averaged as the number of data points is high. In the multisource case, the second or third source cannot be extracted as local maximum anymore. The sources are seen only as a small tip in the slope towards the global maximum, which could also be from noise.
The microphone spacing is therefore a tradeoff between signal bandwidth and delay estimation accuracy. The delay estimation accuracy is influenced, for example, by microphone noise and variation of the microphone spacing. The change of the delay by spacing variation has to be small compared to variations due to movements. For a microphone spacing of 10 cm a change by 0.5 cm is acceptable as similar changes by noise are observed. Figure 7 shows the F-measure for the speakers talking continuously at 30 degrees (0.15 millisecond) and for three simultaneous sources. The time frame duration is varied from 3 milliseconds (44.1 kHz/128 point STFT) to 510 milliseconds (8 kHz/4096 point STFT, 32 kHz/16384).
Time frame duration
In the single-source case, if the time frame-duration increases, the F-measure increases. In the multisource case, the F-measure maximum lies between 60 milliseconds and 130 milliseconds. Except for 8 kHz, where the maximum is at 256 milliseconds. The F-measure differs less then 3 percent compared to that measured at 128 milliseconds. The plotted F-measure is calculated with the minimal recall rate. If the average recall is considered, the maximum is moved towards longer time frame duration, the drop after the maximum is slower and the ascending slope of the F-measure is similar to the plotted one.
Time frame duration is a tradeoff between BSS accuracy and the assumption of speech quasistationarity. Blind source separation favors a time frame duration of 60 millisecods or longer. Aoki et al. [37] and Baeck and Zölzer. [38] presented best source separation for 100 milliseconds (maximal W-disjoint orthogonality). On the other hand, in speech processing time frame durations of 30 milliseconds or below are typically employed.
Therefore, we decided to employ a time frame duration of 64 milliseconds for 8 kHz, 16 kHz, and 32 kHz and 93 milliseconds for 22.05 kHz and 44.1 kHz for our further experiments. Our speaker tracking experiments and the literature [41] show that under these conditions the sources can be separated and the quasistationarity assumption is still valid. Table 4 shows for two locations (15 degrees and 30 degrees) and for three simultaneous sources that the time frame overlap has small influence on the location accuracy. The results for the tested sampling frequencies, the tested locations, and for simultaneous sources are similar to the one reported in Table 4 . A system which only extracts location information would therefore be implemented with nonoverlap between the time frames to minimize the computation load.
Time frame overlap

Sampling frequency
If the sampling frequency is changed, that is, the frame duration and the overlap is kept constant, then the influence on the delay estimation accuracy is small, see Figure 8 . For the source location detection we do not use the entire signal spectrum. Only signals in the frequency band 200 Hz to 3400 Hz are considered. As the time frame duration is equivalent to the frequency resolution, the number of points in the frequency band is independent of the sampling frequency and consequently the performance is similar. The slightly higher F-measure for 22.05 kHz and 44.1 kHz is due to the longer time segment.
Conclusions
To minimize computation load and maximize the performance, a low sampling frequency, nonoverlapping time frames, and a time frame duration between 50 milliseconds and 100 milliseconds should be used. The relative complexity is in the range from 0.62 (8 kHz, no-overlap) to 36.15 (44.1 kHz, 12.5% time frame shift). This outcome reduces the possible parameter combinations from 120 to 24 (80% reduction).
Speaker tracking (step A + B)
The overall system performance is evaluated in two steps. First, the improvement of the source separation by the feedback loop is shown. And second, system recall and false rate are evaluated. Table 5 shows recall and precision with and without feedback loop. In the single-source case, if the delay is below 0.15 millisecond, then the BSS algorithm retrieves the correct location for 75% or more of the time segments. The feedback slightly increases the recall rate. Starting from 0.19 millisecond the BSS algorithm erroneously retrieves two sources instead of one. Precision is roughly halved compared to delays of 0.15 millisecond and below. Depending on the input signal either one or both locations are retrieved. The feedback adds the missed location to the estimation if the last segment has been classified as speech. Adding missed location increases the recall rate. The segment of the true location is more often classified as speech than the other one, this leads to increased precision. If no reliable source location is possible as for 0.27 millisecond delay, the feedback cannot improve the situation. In the multisource case the feedback adds delays of speaker locations which have not been detected and therefore recall is increased.
Influence of the feedback
System recall and false rate
The evaluation of the blind source separation showed that speakers are detected in up to 80% of the cases if one individual is speaking and the view angle is smaller than 30 degrees. If the speakers are located at greater angles (more to the side) recall rapidly deteriorates. In the multisource case recall is about half of the single-source case. We first tested if a human can distinguish between individual speakers. The test subject observed that the filter process introduces a clicking noise and that acoustical changes are in some instances abrupt. Table 6 reports the results for one speaker at 30 degrees and Table 7 for two simultaneous speakers. System recall, false rate, number of retrieved speakers, and th like for which the results are achieved are stated in the table. Two simultaneous speakers give a lower system recall and a higher false rate than one speaker as the source separation introduce noise and acoustical changes. For three simultaneous speakers no speaker identification was possible due to interferences introduced by the separation.
Highest system recall and lowest false rate is shown for 8 kHz sampling frequency. The performance difference between the sampling frequencies is significantly smaller for other data sets. The 16 kHz sampling frequency accuracy is similar to higher sampling frequencies as the input signal is low-pass filtered at 7.5 kHz. For other experiments best accuracy has been observed for sampling frequencies other than 8 kHz.
For an autonomous system the threshold th like has to be independent of the data set, experiment, and number of speakers. The experiments showed that the optimal threshold differs between data sets and experiments. We also observed an intraspeaker variability which leads in some instances to far more retrieved speakers than there are in the ground truth (e.g., 16 kHz, Table 6 ). Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for a single-source at 15 degrees and two simultaneous sources. In the single source case mostly SP R1 is retrieved. For SP T2, 52% of the time SP R2 is retrieved. In the multisource case, mainly SP R2 and SP R5 are retrieved. The SP R2 and SP R5 are not assigned to one location. SP R2 is retrieved for the first two minutes and SP R5 afterwards. To SP R1 and SP R3 only segments are assigned which have in total less than 1% of the ground truth speaking time. For the two simultaneous sources, the mapping between retrieved and ground truth speaker looks as follows: SP T1-SP R2, SP T2-SP R5, SP T3-SP R1, and SP T4-SP R4.
Speaker confusion matrix
Conclusion
A feedback from the speaker tracking step to the BSS improves the location performance. The evaluation of the sys-tem recall, system false rate, and speaker confusion matrix showed that the identification step can be improved and the parameter cannot be fixed at this stage. To improve the identification step, the clicking noise introduced by the filtering process has to be reduced by means of incorporating speech properties. Additionally, the three metrics have been shown to be a valuable tool to judge the performance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a system that combines speaker separation and tracking in a two-step algorithm. The system addresses the speaker tracking problem also if overlaps between different sound sources exist. The system has been designed taking the constraints of a mobile environment into account, such as limited available system resources and dynamic acoustical parameters.
Additionally, we proposed a novel benchmark methodology to evaluate accuracy and computation complexity. Our benchmark has supported system design by reducing the number of three parameter tuples by 80% (from 120 to 24 tuples). Furthermore, our results support the case that feedback from the speaker tracking step to the blind source separation can benefit location accuracy by up to 20%. We also found that system performance deteriorated with increasing delay (angle), and number of sources (BSS F-measure is reduced by each additional source by about 1/3).
By reducing the employed signal bandwidth and weighting the signal spectrum the separation accuracy was improved compared to the standard DUET algorithm presented in [17] . We have additionally shown that for our implementation the blind source separation (based on delay estimation accuracy) is independent of sampling frequency but highly related to frame duration.
Issues that we did not consider include similar voices and the influence of the environment (e.g., background noise is different in a control room or outdoors). Once the identification accuracy issue has been resolved, we are optimistic that we will produce successful hardware implementations.
